
CONCERN “SAFARI”
Company limited “LATEK”

Enterprise for weapon manufacture, repair and sale
(Licence of Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine №  000321, 000303, 000373)

Legal address: 62401, Kharkivs’ka obl., urbane village Pisochin, prov. Transportny, 2
Mailing address: Ukraine, 61033, m. Kharkiv, vul. Shevchenka, 325

Settlement account 2600930210503 (USD) in Joint-Stock Company Real bank, city of Kharkiv,
МFО 351588, EDRPOU 21212901

Tel: (0572) 194081, Tel/ fax: 194080 E-mail: ooolatek@mail.ru

Company limited “LATEK” belonging to the “SAFARI” concern considers it an
honour to offer to You hunting smooth-bore weapon of its own production. (Licences
of Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine №  000303 of 28.04.1997 and №  000321
of 30.07.1997).

The weapon is in compliance with the GST (State Standard) requirements of Ukraine
78-41-002-97, rifles undergo severe tests and reveal high operating performance. 

HUNTING SMOOTH-BORE GAS-BLEEDING 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE “ALTAY”

Calibre - 12
Muzzle contractions - 0,0  0,5  1,1 mm
Barrel lengths - 710 mm
Cartridge-chamber lengths - 76 mm
Magazine capacity - 5 cartridges or 4 cartridges 
Weight - 3,2 kg
Fore-end and butt material - nut-tree or impact-resistant plastics

Grouping of shots of the rifle is tested on the targets of the diameter of 750 mm 
at the distance of 35 m with hunting cartridges of hard shot with the diameter of 2,5
mm.

Price: 350 USD

mailto:ooolatek@mail.ru


HUNTING SMOOTH-BORE RIFLE WITH 
VERTICAL ARRANGEMENT OF BARRELS
“IDEAL SP 686”

Calibre - 12
Barrel lengths - 710 – 760 mm
Cartridge-chamber lengths - 70 mm
Weight - 3,3 – 3,4 kg
Muzzle contractions - attachment (0.9mm)/attachment (0.4 mm)
Fore-end and butt material - nut-tree
Grouping of shots of the rifle is tested on the targets of the diameter of 750 mm 
at the distance of 35 m with hunting cartridges of hard shot with the diameter of 2,5
mm.
The rifle is approved for black powder and smokeless powder shooting. 

Price: 320 USD

HUNTING SMOOTH-BORE GAS-BLEEDING 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE “APACHE”

Calibre - 12
Muzzle contractions - cylinder or attachment
Barrel lengths - 460 mm (barrel-cylinder)

- 600 mm (muzzle contraction –
attachment)

Cartridge-chamber lengths - 76 mm
Magazine capacity - 5 cartridges (12/70) or 4 cartridges

(12/76) 
Weight - 3 kg
Fore-end and butt material - impact-resistant plastics

Price : 320 USD



Wholesale rifle prices
Rifle name 50-100 More than 100

Altay 350 USD 320 USD
Apache 320 USD 300 USD

Ideal SP 686 320 USD 300 USD

Shot number Diameter, mm Kind of game or animal Notes
11 1,50
10 1,75
9 2,00
8 2,25

Double snipe, snipe, quail,
etc.

This or that shot
size is used
depending on the
range of the rifle
and hunting season

7 2,50
6 2,75
5 3,00
4 3,25

Woodcock, pigeon,
partridge, duck, black grouse
etc. – in summer

3 3,50
2 3,75
1 4,00

Black grouse, wood-grouse,
hare, duck, fox, - in autumn
and in winter 

0 4,25
00 4,50
000 4,75
0000 5,00

Wood-grouse on foot, not on
the wing; goose, bustard,
fox, she-goat, wolf, etc.

Often grape-shot is
used (wolf mainly)

Every offered by us rifles has the guarantee period of 2 years. The producer factory
implements guarantee and after-guarantee service of the weapon, repairs of any level
of complexity.

Our enterprise has mastered the production of the active defence means of smooth-
bore revolvers of 9 mm calibre of the “Safari 820G” modification designed for
shooting with cartridges loaded with elastic bullet. The given weapon is in
compliance with the requirements of GST 78-41-009-2000 of Ukraine and according
to the order of the Minister of internal affairs of Ukraine №379 of October 11, 2000 is
designed the armament of the law enforcement bodies’ employees, who carry out
their duties without the necessity to use weapon to kill: the underground, Militarised
Protection Department, Fish Guards, Office of Public Prosecutor, Customs House,
Tax Militia as well as persons employed in criminal legal proceedings.  

Revolver SAFARI 820G



Quantity, pieces. 
Wholesale trade

Modification
Retail price

from 10 to 50 more than 100
Blued with rubber-
plastic handle

145 USD 140 USD 135 USD

Nickel-clad with
nut-tree handle

150 USD 145 USD 140 USD

Calibre 9 mm (.380)
Magazine capacity 6 cartridges 
Barrel lengths 51 mm 
Weight 700 g
Striking distance 3,5-7 m 
Bullet speed 260 + 15 m per sec.
Minimal distance of application for alive target 3,5 m
Scattering diameter when shooting for the 5 m
distance

no more than 100 mm

9 mm calibre
SAFARY 820 G

Recharge principle – tip-up drum. Impact-trigger mechanism of dual action.
The distinctive peculiarity of the revolver from a gun of any modification is: 
- cartridge introduction is mechanically implemented;
- the powder gases’ kickback energy is used for recharging;
- there is possibility of usage of sound and gas cartridges as well as cartridges

equipped   with the bullet of traumatic effect in any succession; 
- A supplementary insertion is needed in the channel of the barrel when shooting

with the sound and gas cartridges, which excludes the possibility of simultaneous
shooting with the cartridges equipped with elastic bullet, the insertion needs to be
dismounted from the channel of the barrel. 

Various performance of weapon handle is available (wood or plastics), chromium-
plating or blueing of the weapon surface is available. There is possibility to complete
the revolver with the holster for belt carrying or for hidden carrying as well as with
the cartridges equipped with the rubber bullet of the “Teren 3 P” 9 mm type.

The weapon price does not include the transportation and declaration costs.

Attention! We would like to draw Your attention to the quantity of the weapon
we manufacture at the moment.
Altay 1200 pieces per year
Ideal SP 686 240 pieces per year
Apache 1200 pieces per year
Safari 820 G 5000 pieces per year

To manufacture more weapon we shall need time to increase the production
capacities. 



We can not indicate the delivery schedule for the USA because our firm’s weapon has
been selling only in Europe and Asia. We can provide the ultimate delivery schedule
after your request on the possibility of order of this or that kind of weapon and its
would-be amount.

We would like you to state the following data in your request:
1. License for weapon import to the buyer’s territory.
2. Destination port and transportation mode.
3. Shipping and payment essential elements. 
4. Amount of weapon.


